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Lianhe Global Participated in “HKIFA Panel for the Media - China Bond Market” 

Press Briefing held by HKIFA 

HONG KONG, 13 May 2024 - Lianhe Ratings Global Limited (“Lianhe Global”) participated in 
the “HKIFA Panel for the Media - China Bond Market” face-to-face press briefing organized 
by the Hong Kong Investment Funds Association (“HKIFA”) on 9 May 2024. Mr. Terry Gao, 
the Chief Executive Officer of Lianhe Global, participated in a panel discussion and Q&A 
session about the China bond market and the development of the Chinese credit rating 
industry. Dr. Jenny Ai, the Vice Chairman of the Board at Lianhe Global, Ms. Joyce Chi, 
Managing Director and Head of the Business Development Department at Lianhe Global, Ms. 
Ada Dai, the Chief Executive Officer at Lianhe Green Development Co., Ltd. and other Lianhe 
Global colleagues also attended the event. The session attracted about 40 financial media 
journalists. 

 

 

Mr. Gao firstly shared his views on the “5 Measures on Capital Market to Work with Hong 
Kong” announced by the China Securities Regulatory Commission. Incorporating REITs into 
the Stock Connect can further enrich the product types under the Stock Connect. He believed 
that the major difference between China and Hong Kong REITs was the underlying assets. 
Hong Kong REITs focuses on retail, hotel, and office assets, while China REITs have a high 
entry barrier. They mainly include relatively high-quality assets such as industrial parks and 
sewage treatment. This will bring more investment choices to investors, and as more investors 
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join in, it is expected to improve the liquidity of REITs in both markets. China has a huge 
amount of infrastructure assets in stock, such as toll roads, industrial parks, and sewage 
treatment plants, and a large part of which are held by local governments or state-owned 
enterprises. Given the policy of resolving local government debts, a more active REITs market 
with wider investor base is conducive to revitalizing the existing assets and reducing debt 
burdens. 

After that, Mr. Gao highlighted the rapid growth of the Chinese international rating agencies. 
He used the new issuer rating number and existing issuer rating coverage growth number to 
illustrate the gaining importance of Chinese international credit rating agencies in the Chinese 
offshore bond market. He additionally mentioned about the consultation paper “About 
Supporting High-Quality Enterprises to Borrow Medium and Long-Term Foreign Debt to 
Promote High-Quality Development of the Real Economy” announced by the National 
Development and Reform Commission of China (“NDRC”) in March 2024. The paper specifies 
more detailed and clearer requirements on international ratings for Chinese issuers when 
issuing foreign debts. He expected that more and more SOEs and financial institutions to use 
Chinese international rating agencies. 

During the Q&A session, when Mr. Gao was asked about the competitive edges of Chinese 
international rating agencies over the Big 3, he emphasized the inside-out insights offered by 
Chinese rating agencies. Lianhe Global has extensive experience in China credits, and has a 
deep understanding of the characteristics of China’s economy, providing an insider 
perspective and use international ratings language to convey issuers’ credit risks. Moreover, 
each senior management in Lianhe Global on average has an over 10 years of work 
experience in the Big 3 rating agencies across various sectors and products. Hence, he 
believed that Lianhe Global can deliver down-to-earth rating results and opinions that align 
with international standards. 

Dr. Jenny Ai was also interviewed by reporters and was asked about her views on the 
internationalization of Chinese rating agencies. Dr. Ai replied that the internationalization of 
Chinese rating agencies requires the agencies themselves to establish rating standards which 
are globally applicable and align with the international standards. They have to expand their 
operating geographical locations, and gradually test and improve their rating scales and 
methodologies, in order to meet the needs of global investors on credit risks management. 

About Lianhe Global 

Lianhe Global was founded in 2017 in Hong Kong and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of China 
Lianhe Credit Rating Co., Ltd. (“Lianhe Ratings”). As the international credit rating arm of the 
Lianhe company group, Lianhe Global is a Type 10 license holder approved by the Hong Kong 
Securities and Futures Commission to provide credit rating services. We are the first and only 
Chinese international rating agency to publish over 100 ratings for both issuers and issuances. 
Lianhe Global has been named the “Best Chinese Offshore Ratings Agency” for years by 
many financial media including Euromoney Group, FinanceAsia, CorporateTreasurer, DMI, 
Wall Street Trader APP/SereS and the Assets. Lianhe Global has been adhering to the motto 
of open-mindedness, diligence, and professionalism, and is committed to serving the capital 
market needs of debt issuers, and providing professional, objective, and valuable credit 
insights for international investors. Improving the competitiveness of indigenous Chinese 
rating agencies above and beyond China in the international capital market is our mission and 
ambition. 
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Contact Information 

Joyce Chi, CESGA® 
Managing Director, Head of Business Development 
(852) 3462 9569 
joyce.chi@lhratingsglobal.com  
 

Shingas Cheung, CESGA® 
Associate, Business Development 
(852) 3462 9581  
shingas.cheung@lhratingsglobal.com  
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Disclaimer 

Credit rating and research reports published by Lianhe Ratings Global Limited (“Lianhe 
Global” or “the Company” or “us”) are subject to certain terms and conditions. Please read 
these terms and conditions at the Company’s website: www.lhratingsglobal.com 

A credit rating is an opinion which addresses the creditworthiness of an entity or security. 
Credit ratings are not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any security. Credit ratings do 
not address market price, marketability, and/or suitability of any security nor its tax 
implications or consequences. Credit ratings may be subject to upgrades or downgrades or 
withdrawal at any time for any reason at the sole discretion of Lianhe Global.   

All credit ratings are the products of a collective effort by accredited analysts through 
rigorous rating processes. No individual is solely responsible for a credit rating.  All credit 
ratings are derived by a credit committee vesting process. The individuals identified in the 
reports are solely for contact purpose only.  

Lianhe Global conducts its credit rating services based on third-party information which we 
reasonably believe to be true. Lianhe Global relies on information including, but not limited 
to, audited financial statements, interviews, management discussion and analysis, relevant 
third-party reports, and publicly available data sources to conduct our analysis. Lianhe 
Global has not conducted any audit, investigation, verification or due diligence. Lianhe 
Global does not guarantee the accuracy, correctness, timeliness, and/or completeness of 
the information. Credit ratings may contain forward-looking opinions of Lianhe Global which 
may include forecasts about future events which by definition are subject to change and 
cannot be considered as facts.   

Under no circumstances shall Lianhe Global, its directors, shareholders, employees, officers 
and/or representatives or any member of the group of which Lianhe Global forms part be 
held liable to any party for any damage, loss, liability, cost, expense or fees in connection 
with any use of the information published by the Company. 

Lianhe Global receives compensation from issuers, underwriters, obligors, or investors for 
conducting credit rating services. None of the aforementioned entities nor its related parties 
participate in the credit rating process aside from providing information requested by Lianhe 
Global.  

Credit ratings included in any rating report are solicited and disclosed to the rated entity (and 
its agents) prior to publishing. Credit rating and research reports published by Lianhe Global 
are not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person in any jurisdiction where such use 
would infringe local laws and regulations. Any user relying on information available through 
credit rating and research reports is responsible for consulting the relevant agencies or 
professionals accordingly to comply with the applicable local laws and regulations.  

All published credit rating and research reports are the intellectual property of Lianhe Global. 
Any reproduction, redistribution, or modification, in whole or part, in any form by any means 
is prohibited unless such user has obtained prior written consent from us.  

Lianhe Global is a subsidiary of China Lianhe Credit Rating Co., Ltd. The credit committee of 
Lianhe Global has the ultimate power of interpretation of any methodology or process used 
in the Company’s independent credit ratings and research.  

Copyright © Lianhe Ratings Global Limited 2024. 


